2021 State Policy Priorities
Strengthening Washington’s
technology sector and the
communities it serves

Sound tax policy that promotes
economic growth and job creation
In Washington, policymakers at the state and local levels
are considering a range of potential revenue streams to
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Sensible online privacy regulations

The technology sector is a leading employer and driver
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Learn more at washingtontechnology.org/public-policy/

Diversity, equity, inclusion, and
access in the technology sector
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Strengthening our cities and
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The rapid growth and development across Washington
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About the Washington
Technology Industry
Association

Regulatory landscape that enables
growth and innovation across the
technology sector
Lawmakers are increasingly advancing legislation to

WTIA is the unifying voice for the technology commu-

regulate specific technologies, industry clusters, and the

nity in Washington. We consolidate the power of

sector as a whole. As conversations at the federal, state,

member companies to solve business problems they

and local levels continue, WTIA will serve as a unifying

are unable to solve on their own. WTIA’s transforma-

voice for industry and play a supportive role in key areas.

tive programs leverage the collective power of the

In Washington, WTIA supports a regulatory landscape

technology industry for more than 1000 member

that fosters innovation and promotes growth.

companies and their employees. WTIA includes
the 501c6 WTIA Member Trade Association, the
501c3 WTIA Workforce Institute doing business as Apprenti, and the for-profit company HR
Benefits, Inc.

Learn more at washingtontechnology.org/public-policy/

